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THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY
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worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future.
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local interest and a Newsletter thrice yearly. Its 1969 report on the High Street conservation area was
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making representations to the authorities on planning issues and promotes citizenship education in local
schools. It has held exhibitions, planted trees, restored the churchyard railings and martyrs' memorial,
and financed tree-ring dating of some buildings in the High Street. It has also produced surveys of
trees, seats and playground equipment, provided a plaque by the mass grave of victims of enemy action
in Mount Noddy cemetery (now superseded) and historical guide-maps in the High Street, and
presented seats in memory of leading former members to Sackville College and the High Street. It has
published a book of reminiscences, sets of postcards reproducing old photographs, three town trails
(one of them also in French) and leaflets on the local martyrs and on Mount Noddy and Moat Pond.
With the Town Council it established the now independent Town Museum.
The Society is a registered charity (no.257870) and belongs to the Federation of Sussex Amenity
Societies. A copy of its constitution is available on request.
The strength of such a Society lies in the extent to which it can be seen to represent public opinion; the
larger the membership the greater the influence. The subscription is £10 p.a., renewable on 1 January
(except by those joining on or after 1 October). By signing a Gift Aid form standard-rate income tax
payers can increase its value at no cost to themselves. Persons wishing only to receive the Bulletin can
do so at a special rate of £5 per calendar year, payable in advance to the Editor (address on cover).
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY

No.100 (Summer 2010)

EDITORIAL
It is a source of great satisfaction to be publishing our 100th issue, continuously produced for 41 years
and all that time under the same editor. In celebration, this number is intended as a bumper edition
with contributions from all the talents and with the editor for once needing to write no more than a few
short pieces to occupy the remaining space. To mark the occasion the committee has generously agreed
to the extra expense of more pages than usual and our first (and probably last) ever use of colour. If
this special issue can so far commend itself to non-members that they buy a copy (or, better, become
members or subscribers) then the extra costs will soon be covered. As to the future, the editor is not
going to declare his innings closed because he has scored a century; he believes he has it in him to bring
out a few more numbers yet, and to contribute longer pieces to them: besides which, there is no sign of
anyone who would or could take over the role. True, most of the regular contributors are somewhat
younger than he is, though not by many decades, but so far our Society does not seem to have enthused
anyone really young to reveal the appropriate commitment. Such things cannot be forced.
COVER PICTURE: An instantly recognisable view of East Grinstead High Street, painted by Wilfrid
Ball, signed, dated 1904 and published by A. & C. Black in May 1913 in a slim volume of his watercolours. At first glance it needs only to banish the sheep, substitute some motor vehicles and put the
pedestrians onto the pavement, and it could have been painted yesterday. But look again, check the
scene in situ or against photographs, early or recent, and the truth of the following contemporary
criticism is evident: 'His pictures are pleasing to the eye, but, viewed, from an archaeological standard
as accurate perpetuations of the scenery of the county for future generations, are not satisfactory'
(anonymous review of Sussex: painted by Wilfrid Ball (1902) in Sussex Archaeological Collections,
vol.52 (1909), p.197).
TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO: Newsletter 29 (March 1985) went to town on the public enquiry into
the proposal by Digicon Exploration to build a prestigious office block on the derelict lower goods yard
(now the site of Sainsbury's premises) and most of the station forecourt. Our Society and the Town
Council had opposed it and Mid Sussex District Council had refused permission, but the inspector ruled
in Digicon's favour and Mid Sussex speedily altered its East Grinstead and Worth plan accordingly.
Our arguments included the loss of parking space for railway-users and the lack of provision for the
Bluebell Railway extension (still undecided despite an enquiry in 1983). In Newsletter 30 (June 1985)
the editor, Miss Rosalind Willatts, gave characteristically forthright reactions to a public meeting in
May called by the Ratepayers and Residents Association to question the county surveyor. 'The packed
audience was not easily convinced' by his claim 'East Grinstead is not neglected'. He thought it right
to abandon the idea of a by-pass but had no alternative to suggest and could not explain why the
narrowing of London Road was not according to the plans approved locally. Challenging his statement
'the pedestrian is more important than vehicles', Miss Willatts printed examples of untackled
difficulties for pedestrians around the town. Apart from widening the London Road pavements his
department had done nothing for them since he spoke to the Society five years earlier. Mr G.P.
Elphick, who spoke to the Society in May on Sussex bells, was luckier: 'a welcome bonus was [his]
unforced and homely Sussex accent'. Bulletin 38 (Spring 1985) contained articles on the Garland Road
bus garage, the 'P. & P.' bus service of 1923-24, the local writer and artist W.R. Pepper and the coal
merchants W. Best & Son as well as some more of Brian Desmond's reminiscences.
AS WE SAW OURSELVES and AS OTHERS SAW US: see p.24.
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A CELEBRATION OF THE ONE HUNDREDTH ISSUE OF THE BULLETIN
Mike Hollins
In the spring of 1992 Tony Dyson wrote an article looking back at fifty issues of the Bulletin
(in no.50) and again for the winter issue of 2001-2 he wrote an article celebrating the seventy-fifth
issue (in no.75). '[his article is a celebration of the hundredth issue of the Bulletin. It looks at the
past and the present and glimpses at the future of the Bulletin with particular reference to the last
twenty five issues. Anyone who wonders why it is worthwhile celebrating is referred to the writer's
essay 'Why study History?' in no.98.
In Bulletin 50 Mr Dyson (henceforth referred to as A.G.D., his chosen form in his article on
a pp-.7-12) described the Bulletin as 'a miscellany of articles, notes, source material, bibliographical
information and book reviews relating to East Grinstead'. The content has remained much the same.
Almshouses, church, dendrochronology, feld, glebelands, Hackenden, hamlet, Hide of Healdeleia,
High Street, Lingfield Lodge, martyrs, Sackville College, Sackville House, Shuckburgh Cottage,
schools, Wellington Town, Whalesbeech, Whalesbergh, Whaleshatch and Wickenden's all make an
appearance or re-appearance from work in progress and are eruditely dealt with. Reminiscences
(market days, Dr Golding-Bird, a Sussex wartime childhood, working in the public library), potted
biographies (Sarah Elizabeth Wardroper, Peter Alexander Williams) and poetry (John Turley,
no.76, Edward Gardner, no.77) add colour. There is the occasional poignant story such as
'Reginald Tite, rehabilitated' in no.98.
As such the Bulletin admirably meets its objectives set out in the first issue, broadly
repeated on page 2 of the current one, and supports the sixth aim of our Society, which is to
'support study of local history'. In no.50 A.G.D. presciently saw the contents as 'a rehearsal for a
comprehensive history of East Grinstead that is still to be completed'. He went on to review that
history in Bulletin 74.
Though the content remains of a wide range and a consistently high standard, concern must
be expressed at the shortage of contributors. These rarely exceed three or four, and all too often the
editor has to lament on the lines of 'Yet again, the contents of this issue of the Bulletin maybe seen
as the work of one man' (no.96). What to do about it? This writer has no answer, as it is difficult
to see where the next generation of authoritative amateur historians of the town will come from.
A.G.D. with some diffidence suggested two improvements to the Bulletin in no.50. His first
was the need for indices: 'in this connection word processors, which are now beginning to become
commonplace, have an untold potential'. His second was to 'to transfer the entire text of the
Bulletin to hard disk: ... articles on such obvious common themes as buildings ... could readily be
grouped together and re-issued in a new form'. By the time he wrote his article celebrating the 75th
issue four consisting of indices had been published. His second recommendation has rapidly dated
- tempora mutantur - and leads the writer from the genteel world of publishing into the harsh world
of business.
So far it can be said we have looked at two of the classic five Ps of business planning, the Ps
of Product and People. There remain Price, Place (distribution) and Promotion. All are issues for
the Bulletin. The price has not changed for years and does not meet production and distribution
costs. The writer suggests the answer lies in the use of modern technology, the World Wide Web,
with the Bulletin going online free of charge on the Society's web site. Today's reader or
researcher wants immediate access to information but unfortunately is not prepared to pay for it.
Ease of access on the internet will increase readership and reduce distribution costs, which seems a
price worth paying for giving up a small income stream. The Surrey Archaeology Society website
shows what can be achieved (www.surreyarchaeology.org.uk ) and all in glorious colour. Who
knows, it might even reveal or encourage new contributors.
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Enough of the business world. There is more to the Bulletin than the accountant's dry profit
and loss account. In appearance it remains familiarly reassuring. The drawings and reproductions
on the front page are often charming. David Gould's diagrams and maps always exhibit admirable
clarity. The Editorial page sections 'Twenty five years ago', 'As we saw ourselves' and 'As others
saw us' are a constant source of interest and offer occasional serendipitous snippets of information
(for example 'East Grinstead's Avignon connection' in no. 82). The main articles can only be
described as academically respectable and authoritative. The reviews of recent publications are
generous and informative and only occasionally does the editor feel it necessary to criticise the
infelicitous use of Latin and undisciplined English.
Indeed the Bulletin would not be the work it is without the editor. We cannot complain
when he gets on a hobbyhorse, for as he says 'the editor has once again had to write nearly
everything, so he does not apologise for giving most space to place-names' (no.86). There is
method in this. In no.75 A..G.D. seemed a little perplexed at the editor's concern with
pronunciation. It says a lot for his consistency that he is still concerned with it today ('And,
speaking of place-name policy' in no.99). His sometimes irascible comments often provoke
thought. The writer read no.82 with wry amusement: 'Bouquet to Sackville School for reverting to
its previous name from the pretentious Saekville Community College with its potential for
confusion with (and even offence to) Sackville College, and for re-instating "founded in 1859" to
its paperwork. Perhaps the next step will be the re-appearance of the portraits of its previous
heads?' He (the writer) is Chairman of Governors at the school.
It is a considerable achievement for the Bulletin to reach issue one hundred. We can all look
forward to the next twenty five with interest.

WHEN THE CHORTLING HAD TO STOP

Editor

A couple of years ago a correspondent suggested that the Roman road which makes a
sudden change of direction at Felcourt Wood (TQ 375422) might also have continued towards East
Grinstead on its original alignment. On drawing that line on a map he found it went straight down
the stretch of Moat Road alongside Moat Pond to a point slightly east of the parish church. He
speculated that this might indicate that the remains of such a road could have been utilised in
laying-out that part of Moat Road and that there might have been some Roman centre on the church
site.
Alas for the theory, his line also passes across the garden of Yew Lodge, the home of Ivan
Margary, the authority on Roman roads who painstakingly established the one which interested our
correspondent. If it had left the slightest trace in or beyond his garden he would have detected it.
When I mentioned all this recently to Mr Dennis Turner of the Surrey Archaeological
Society he pointed out, on reflection, that, despite the false conclusion drawn from the line on the
map, it could demonstrate that the Roman surveyors used the hill-top site of the church as a sightline when determining the alignment of their road before its deviation south-west at Felcourt Wood.

CHURCH FIELDS: Sussex Past and Present 119 (Dec. 2009) included a letter from me asking
for suggestions or information relevant to my speculation in Bulletin 95 that 'Church Fields' might
sometimes owe their names to interpretation of evidence of old buildings beneath them. As yet
there has been no response of any kind. M.J.L.
ST SWITHIJN: Professor R.A. Coates has kindly ascertained that the date of the Church Times
article which I had failed to record when cutting it out for use in my piece 'St Swithun as

evidence?' in Bulletin 99 was 27 March 2009.

M.J.L.
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THE NAME GRINSTEAD 46 YEARS ON

Professor Richard Coates

The recent death of the Swedish place-name scholar Karl Inge Sandred offers a chance to
reflect on place-name study in general. Sandred was perhaps best known for his early-career
masterwork English place-names in —stead, published in Uppsala in 1963, a title which has given
rise to a string of feeble jokes involving nominal substitution. Naturally he deals with East
Grinstead (pp. 116 and 254f.). On p.116 he lists it among those names in —stead which have an
adjective as the first element, and on pp.254f he makes clear that the first element is the Old
English ancestor of green. Having then listed his sources, and compared other very similar names
in Essex and Sussex, he moves on. If you read only these pages, you will have a palpable sense of
disappointment: our name is 'green stead (place, site)', as you might have guessed without a
training in philology, the only additional glamour deriving from his comment on p.14 that names in
—stead, as a group, are very old - and from the fact that the 'adjectival' ones are almost restricted to
the lands of the East and South Saxons and to Kent.
This is where local knowledge comes in. The study of old place-names needs philology,
even if only to confirm what might seem fairly obvious, as in this case. But it also needs
knowledge especially of local geography: topography and ecology. Sandred's work opens
questions in exactly this area: Why was the place green? Why was it more deserving of being
called green than other country places? And the more one pursues these questions, the more it is
apparent that his simple conclusion was wrong, or at best nothing like specific enough.
If we look at his list of —stead names formed with adjectives, we find that, apart from
compass-point terms, the only adjectives in such names are broad,fair, great, green, high, possibly
frithen meaning 'fenced in', and perhaps twin (meaning 'double'). Only green and high appear
more than once. Sandred thinks Milsted in Kent might contain middle, but that doesn't seem likely
on the evidence presented; on the other hand no-one has come up with a better idea.
The bulk of —stead names have a noun as the first element, whether a word for a plant or
tree, an animal, or the lie of the land; also, quite rarely, we find a personal name. This gives us
confidence to consider the possibility that the green in Grinstead is also a noun: a word for a green.
And immediately we see the benefit of marrying philology with local knowledge.
Michael Leppard (1991, pp.3 if., following up in 2006) has suggested that the original
nucleus of the new borough of East Grinstead was, or embraced, the site now called the Playfield;
that the Playfield represents or was part of the meeting-place of the Domesday Grenestede hundred
- a unit ancient enough to straddle the Lewes/Pevensey rape boundary; and that the meeting-place,
the green place, gave its name to the borough. Its being a public open space suggests a perpetuation
of 'some ancient right of communal assembly'. The word green was clearly used in mediaeval
times for what we now think of as a village green, and for a hamlet with a green in that sense, like
Whiteman's Green and Wivelsfield Green, perhaps locally the more modest Barrow Green or
Wakeham's Green. We can think of Grinstead as being the place distinguished by having a
significant green, the assembly place. And even if the original formation really did contain the
adjective green, after all, we can see that a green stead may well have been a more or less technical
term for what the English would later call a green. Thanks to careful local work, we are further
forward with this name than the newly PhD'd Dr Sandred left us 46 years ago. Many a place-name
has a more complex story to tell than its bland appearance would suggest.
REFERENCES

Leppard, M.J. (1991) 'E.G. before the town', Sussex Archaeological Collections, vol.129, pp. 29-32
Leppard, M.J. (2006), 'The glebelands of E.G. parish church, E. G. Soc. Bulletin 88, pp.4-9
Sandred, Karl Inge (1963) English place-names in —stead (Studia Anglica Upsaliensia 2)
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RECENT ADVANCES IN THE EARLY HISTORY OF EAST GRINSTEAD

A.G. Dyson

In the last ten years a considerable amount has been published in the Bulletin on the early
topography and development of East Grinstead. This includes topics such as the Feld and Wald, the
Hundred, the Hamlet and the Glebe: unpromising as they might sound, these represent the geographical
and institutional setting in which the planned borough of the early thirteenth century, or possibly earlier,
found itself. They throw scattered light on the character of the settlement that preceded the borough,
for occupation of some kind must have already existed to warrant the presence of the church by at least
as early as 1086. Most of this work, along with articles on a myriad of other topics, is that of its Editor,
and, unless otherwise indicated, almost all of what follows should be attributed to him. The present
article is not a critique but an attempt simply to review and assimilate. References are given to the
relevant Bulletin in the form of four digits, where the first two denote the issue number and the final
two the number of the first page. A handful of references has also been made to related work by Mr
Leppard (henceforth referred to as M.J.L.) and other writers which appear elsewhere, and A.G.D.
confesses to foisting a page and more of his own into the first topic. This does nothing to shorten an
article already long, though in truth the subject-matter deserves a fuller treatment than this barest of
summaries. As a modest gesture in the direction of economy East Grinstead is expressed as E.G.
1 Feld and Wald

Two very recent topics aired in the Bulletin, the Feld and the Wald are of exceptional interest
and receive special prominence here on that account. They need to be considered together.
The Feld appears to have comprised a large stretch of territory extending south from beyond the
Surrey border to the north-western edge of mediaeval E.G. at Swan Mead (now the Queens Road
cemetery). It perhaps included the whole of the Common and the pond at Imberhome and may even
have extended as far as Lingfield. First recorded as la Felde c.1150, it now survives most
conspicuously in the names Felbridge (Feltbrugge in 1135-54) and Felcourt [8104, 8404, 9604, E.G.
Museum Compass 1904]. 'Feld' originally signified uncultivated land suitable only for grazing but by
the later tenth century had come to denote land enclosed for arable purposes.
In strong contrast with the Feld on the north-west was the Wald to the south-east of the town.
This straddled the present A22 and stretched, as far as 'wald' names are recorded, from Brockhurst on
the west side of the road to the Ashurst Wood area opposite, and from beyond Forest Row to
Walesbeech, now the location of Weir Wood reservoir [9907]. It is first recorded as Walda (the
location of Brockhurst) in 1337, as 'wald' and 'welde' in the 1560s, and later as 'wild' All these terms
are variants on the more modern 'weald', wood or woodland (modern German Wald), and a significant
part of this local weald must have been represented by the original Ashurst 'Wood' also known as
'Greinstead Weild'. 'Wild' may simply have been yet another variant spelling, or an association of
ideas: in the tautological compound 'wildwood' both elements denote, or can denote, primitive,
uncultivated woodland. Such woodland ought not to be confused, as it usually is, with 'forest' which,
whatever else it has now come to mean, originally signified land placed outside the scope of customary
law for hunting purposes. Such land was not predominantly wooded, or necessarily wooded at all.
Though their precise extent is unknown, both Feld and Wald seem to have been self-contained
and distinctive, implying marked contrasts with adjoining lands and - not least - with each other. The
antithesis they embody can hardly have been accidental, and is only likely to have arisen once
cultivation of the Feld had begun. That may have been underway by the second half of the tenth
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century but at any rate would suggest that the names date from the earliest period of colonisation in the
area. It could be said that E.G. may ultimately have originated as a frontier settlement between
cultivated or cultivatable lands to the north-west and uncultivated or uncultivatable ones to the southeast.
All the written evidence indicates that the direction of colonisation was from the wealthy
manors of southern and coastal Sussex, as recorded in Domesday Book. M.J.L. has reproduced a map
showing the links between the East Grinstead area and the parent manors of southern Sussex at the time
of Domesday Book (1086) [6105]. These included Waldron, Willingdon, Ripe, Eckington, Ditchling,
Bevendean, Wooton and Allington, most of which lay in the area of the South Downs 15 to 25 miles
distant. In the E.G. area the colonies in question extended from Burleigh (towards Crawley Down) in
the west to Laverty (beyond Forest Row) in the east, and from Felesmere (near Feibridge) in the north
to Walesbeech in the south. C.J. Hobbs pointed out that many of the distant manors also held land in or
near North Chailey, eight miles from both the Downs and E.G. He pointed out likely routes leading
from them to E.G. via Chailey which, he suggested, might have served as an 'assembly point' for drove
animals, perhaps organised by the manor of Ditchling, 'the great early Saxon estate of the area' to
which Fairlight and Lavertye were attached [6804].
For the present writer there is a puzzling aspect to this model which suggests a less simple
picture. How was it that the earliest colonisers should have traipsed all the way from the south through
the eminently uncultivatable Ashdown Forest and Wald before recognising in Grinstead the promised
land? The question is thrown into sharper relief by the position, relative to each other and to Grinstead,
of Feld and Wald, for their placing seems to point as much to colonisation from Surrey to the north as
from the south. A local 'weald' or 'wild' would more naturally be found on the far side of any Feld,
furthest from the point of departure and in as yet unpenetrated territory, rather than from the near side,
as would have been the case with colonisation from the south. And yet it has to be faced that there is
clear evidence of colonisation from the south - or at any rate of colonies belonging to southern manors by the eleventh century, and there is little or no comparable evidence at any date for settlement from the
north.
In view of that, the query raised here might seem trivial and inconsequential. Yet a case can be
made for Surrey's involvement in this process, and at a date early enough to allow for it to have been
overlaid by the arrangements recorded in Domesday. An instructive parallel for colonisation from the
north is to be found in Kent, where the Weald was settled from the Thames estuary to the north as well
as from the Channel to the south. A good example of this process is to be found quite close to us, at
Cowden. In a ground-breaking book the late Alan Everitt showed how a large territory based on the
head of the Darenth valley and named by him the 'Westerhani Estate' once extended for nine miles
along the Surrey border across the Chart to Edenbridge and beyond, and included Hever and
Cbiddingstone in addition to Cowden at its furthest extensions.' West of Kent, it was of course the
people of Surrey who were responsible for the development of the area north of the Weald, as far as
Holmesdale and Oxted, and no doubt beyond. At this early period of minimal or non-existent
population the border between Surrey and Sussex may well not have been precisely defined, if defined
at all.
As an indication of comparable activity just over the Surrey border, Peter Gwynne has noted
how the long corridors of hedgerows leading from the common land apparently occupying the present
boundary between the two counties reach back to older settlements in the Thames valley as well as near

the south coast. These, he concluded, must have been long established by the time of the Norman
conquest as driveways whereby access could be maintained between parent estates and their colonies
deep in the Weald [7004]. The examples he cites lie well west of E.G. but M.J.L. has several times
stressed the interest of the 'almost straight line' of track way running south from Hackenden to Moat
Pond, via the footbridge, the final leg of London Road as far as the High Street, and the entrance to
Judges Close and Harwoods Lane down to the Medway. This, in his opinion, would have been joined
at the junction of Hermitage and Harwoods Lanes by another track leading from Holtye Road via
Blackwell Hollow, the Playfield (now the Chequer Mead car park), the churchyard and Hermitage Lane
[7005, 7507]. It is wholly improbable that such tracks began or terminated precisely at Hackenden or
anywhere else along the county boundary, and indeed one of the plans supplied to illustrate the point
shows both tracks continuing north into Surrey. Against this background one wonders whether the
existing A22 London Road did not develop as a late rationalisation of tracks leading from both north
and south. One good reason for thinking so is its overall, north-west to south-east, orientation in the
E.G. area, the axis common to both Feld and Wald, and alignments that could well have helped fix the
location of the town, set between them on its east-west ridge.
As a further hint of possible colonisation from the north, Everitt's work on early Kent has
shown how its landscape was gradually settled by a process in which new territories with their
accompanying parishes typically branched off from existing parent territories and parishes as adjacent
districts came progressively under cultivation. In such cases the new church was usually (and naturally)
sited at the end of the new parish closest to the parent. The direction of colonisation can be traced on
the map in this way over considerable distances, thanks to written evidence of the affiliations and
obligations of daughter churches to mother churches: evidence of a kind that generally does not survive
for Sussex.2 In this context one can only observe that the parish church of St Swithun lies near the
northern extremity of the ecclesiastical parish of E.G., while its dedication to Swithun, a Winchester
saint, is also significant in that Surrey to the north lay within the diocese of Winchester.
An obstacle to further progress along these lines is the shortage of information for the
neighbouring part of southern Surrey at this period, for the Domesday account of this district is
exceptionally unhelpful. No doubt all of it is accounted for, but evidently bundled anonymously into
the coverage of much larger parent estates. Not even Lingfield, Felcourt's parish, is mentioned there,
though it certainly existed by c.871-889 when six hides were bequeathed to Hyde abbey at Winchester.
M.J.L. pointed out that the church and village centre of Lingfield lie at the north-eastern corner of the
hypothetical Great Feld, half a mile from Felcourt Heath and presumably laid out on the eponymous
Feld, or at least on its fringe [8204, E. G. Museum Compass 1904]. The relation of the Feld to Lingfield
may well have paralleled that to E.G., and to that extent the early date of that place may well be of
special significance for the date of the earliest settlement in the E.G. area. The attention of specialists
in the early history of this part of Surrey is cordially invited to this field of inquiry.
2 Hundred and 'Hamlet'
A further early influence on the E.G. area, more definite bus also more mysterious than one with
Surrey, was that of the archbishops of Canterbury. This is manifest in the civil and ecclesiastical
jurisdiction which the archbishops exercised in the parish of Grinstead, in the former respect as part of
the tithing of Greenhurst in the archbishop's hundred of Loxfield, and in the latter as part of the deanery
of South Malling in the diocese of Canterbury. Hundreds were subdivisions of a shire - it was as a
hundred that the name Grenestede first appears, in Domesday Book - and it was not uncommon for
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neighbouring hundreds to exercise jurisdiction over land in each other's territory. The archbishops'
parent manor of South Mailing was a huge affair, consisting at Domesday of 75 hides of land (a
hundred was supposed to consist of 100 hides); and on it was based the deanery of South Mailing, a
swathe of 13 Sussex parishes under the jurisdiction not of the bishops of Chichester but the archbishops
[68101.
A component of the manor of South Mailing was the hundred of Loxfield, centred on Framfield
and including in E.G. Estcots and Hackenden and possibly some or all of Fairlight [6810]. This area,
estimated to about 480 acres [7507], was known as the 'Hamlet' and apparently extended between the
northern edge of the town and the Surrey border [7507]. By virtue of their lay jurisdiction over the
Hamlet of Greenhurst in Loxfield hundred, the archbishops also claimed a clerical jurisdiction over it as
part of their ecclesiastical deanery of South Mailing: in this context 'hamlet' is a technical term
denoting a 'peculiar' or ecclesiastical exemption, in this case in favour of the archbishops and at the
expense of the bishop of Chichester. Though formally the Hamlet remained as part of the parish, its
inhabitants as late as the 18th century elected their own churchwarden in the parish church of St
Swithun and obtained their marriage licences and proved their wills in the deanery court.
The question, an unanswerable one, which naturally arises from this curious state of affairs is
when and in what circumstances the archbishops of Canterbury acquired these prerogatives, and the
interest of the question is enhanced by the fact that, at some date before 1086, the archbishops had also
possessed Burleigh, which once formed the far, western side, of E.G. hundred [6810]. The implication
here seems to be that the entire hundred and parish, or at least a sizeable part of it, had once been under
the control of the archbishops, who thus represented a further external influence on the E.G. area, in
addition to those of the Downiand manors to the south and of Surrey to the north. Intractable as is the
question of the origins and character of the archbishops' status in the area, it stands as a further
indication of the complex multi-faceted nature of the early settlement of the district.
3 Glebe, tithings and town

Included within the Hamlet was the glebe of the rector of St Swithun [7604]. This comprised
some 40 acres, part of which extended, in the 16th century, between the track from Hackenden to the
west and Blackwell Hollow to the east [7507]: two of the ancient routes leading south from the Surrey
border and beyond, and probably dating from before the earliest permanent settlement in the area.
The glebe, intended for the cleric's personal use or, when rented out, as a source of income, was
divided into two very unequal portions. That of the vicar, who resided locally and undertook the cure
of souls, was much the smaller and lay just outside the Hamlet. It amounted to 4 acres in 1635 and
1724, and extended north from the churchyard to the line of the present Institute Walk [8804]. When
leased out in 1574, part of the rector's glebe (there were two other tenants) comprised fields, territories
and 'hamblet', including a garden and two fields of arable land called Parsonage field and Barnefeld
adjoining the grange, and an annual rent from part of the glebe retained in hand by the rector. The
Parsonage Field was flanked to the west by the route to Hackenden past Moat Pond and to the east by
Blackwell Hollow. It extended north from the present Institute Walk and Sackville College to roughly
the line of the present Beeching Way. The Barnfield and lands further north lay beyond the Parsonage
Field, and are now represented by properties in Sandy Lane, Moat Road, Cranston Road and Stoneleigh
Close. The barn at Moat Pond shown on a plan of no later than 1720 must be the ancient tithe barn of
the parish, and a small building in the same enclosure might have been the grange. The pond, it is
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suggested, may have originated as a real moat, safeguarding the rector's livestock, tithes and other
goods. The rector's lands must have been still more extensive, however, for the remainder of his glebe
was held by two other tenants in 1535, and this presumably included Coleslond, which was recorded in
1292 and seems to have been located to the south east of the town. It is conceivable that Estcots, 'the
cottage in the east', was so named in relation to the grange to the west [8804], the only significant
property recorded at this distance from the northern limit of the town.
Along with the church itself the glebeland originally derived from a grant made to Lewes priory
no later that 1106, when William count of Mortain, lord of the rape of Pevensey (later the honour of
Aquila), confirmed his man Alfred Pincerna's gift to Lewes priory of the church of Grinstead with half
a hide of land belonging to it. He also donated the tithe of Brambletye, for Alfred (and probably the
founder of the church before him) was lord of Brambletye, an estate of evident and special importance
in the early development of the town. As early as Domesday Book the priest of Grinstead was
mentioned there in the coverage of the fee of the counts of Mortain. Moreover, it was a much later lord
of Brambletye, Gilbert de Aquila, who c. 1217-24 endowed the chapel of Maresfield with, among other
things, 30s. p.a. from 'my town of Grenestede' - thus showing that it was he who had effectively
founded the borough, doing so by the early decades of the 13th century, and that he retained a
substantial amount of property there.
Brambletye also gave its name to a tithing, a subdivision of a hundred largely concerned with
law enforcement and usually based on a significant local estate. Along with Imberhorne, Shovelstrode
and Welde (alias Ashurst), Brarnbletye was one of the four that mad up the hundred of Grinstead, in
addition to the Hamlet (and for a time Worth). At the time of Domesday Book it was by far the most
populous of these estates [6704,7305,7408,8804] and perhaps represented the largest of these tithings.
The extent of these within the hundred is highly problematic, but in view of the influence of the lords of
Brambletye on the early development of the town, it is surely significant that the tithing extended as
close to the town as Rowses (later the site of Sackville College) and Church Lane. The chances are that
it once extended still further west to include the church and glebe, in as much as they too were parts of
the lordship of Brambletye and Aquila. One might well wonder, with M.J.L., how much more of the
later town area was carved out of Brambletye tithing [6810, 7507, 8804].
There remains the question of how units of land such as the two glebes and the Hamlet related
to the planned borough, when that was eventually established. It is unclear whether the Hamlet or the
glebe was the first to be defined [7507], though in view of their common ecclesiastical complexion
both may have arrived together with, or soon after, the appearance of the church. It can hardly be
accidental that the rector's glebe, though not the vicar's, formed part of the Hamlet, though it would be
difficult to explain the significance of the arrangement. M.J.L. doubts that either the churchyard or the
vicar's glebe were part of the borough, as has tended to be assumed, since they are both likely to have
preceded it. They were certainly given the semblance of forming part of it when the neighbouring
portlands to the west extended back far enough for their northern limits to line up with that of the
vicar's glebe, and it is probable that the extent of the glebe determined the length of the portlands than
vice versa. M.J.L. made the case that -Sackville College (previously the site of the manor of Rowses
and for long outside the town proper) and the Playfield behind it were the site of the ancient meeting
place of the hundred, on the reasonable grounds that as they lay on marginally higher ground than the
church they are likely to have preceded it; the church, if first on the scene, would have chosen the
highest point as a matter of course. 3 In favour of this argument was a putative intersection of the
Playfield by north-south and east-west tracks which would have maximised access from all parts of the
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hundred. There can be little doubt of the former track, since this was the Blackwell Hollow route that
presumably continued diagonally across the churchyard to link up with Hermitage Lane, an equally
ancient route from the south. An east-west route at this point is much less certain, however, for while
such a track might have led along what became the northern boundary of the borough, portlands and
vicar's glebe as far as the Playfield, its route beyond that point is problematic. If it existed, it must have
deflected very sharply to the south to avoid the precipice that lay ahead on the far side of College Lane,
and have joined the lane only briefly before continuing down Old Road.
In an overview of the early development of E.G. written in the light of evidence from other
Sussex towns, Dr R.B. Harris surmised that the town began as a 'focal place' for trade, established on a
major route way and serving as a hundred meeting place as well as a market place, while calling for a
church to meet the needs of the dispersed settlements of the local Weald. This 'focal place', he
believed, may have comprised a much more extensive trading area than is represented by today's High
Street, for all its present great width. 4 In this he does not fundamentally disagree with M.J.L. quite as
much as he makes a charade of doing, and he makes the useful point that the houses and portlands of
the planned town would have been superimposed over much of the rest of this 'focal place'. Tithings,
hamlet and glebes may likewise have had to accommodate themselves to the layout of the new town,
and the layout of the town to them.
Alan Everitt, Continuity and colonization: the evolution ofKentish settlement (Leicester 1986), p.79 2 ibid, section 10,
especially pp.274-78
M.J. Leppard, 'E.G. before the town', Sussex Archaeological Collections, vol.129 (1991), p.31
R.B. Harris, KG. Historic Character Assessment Report (Sussex Extensive Urban Survey, 2005), pp.22f.

WALD: In the article on this place-name element in Bulletin 99 discussed above I drew attention to an
unidentified Walheath, the home in 1292 of Richard Preston who accounted for pigs on Ashdown
Forest and to two other Prestons taxed in 1327 in the villata of Shiffeld, part of which lay east of a line
from the Woodgate of Ashurst Wood to Forest Row bridge, but resisted recruiting the name to my case
for want of more definite evidence [9910]. I saw no need to mention the next entry in the 1292 source:
Gilbert Brounyng of Heseiwode accounted for 746 grown pigs and 485 yearlings, all belonging to
foreigners.' Subsequently, however, I noticed that the English Place-Name Society had confidently probably too confidently - identified this Heselwode with Hazlewood at Tablehurst Farm, also to the
east of the line mentioned above. 2 I have not been able to trace that name (still used on the current map
issued by the farm at the same location) earlier than the tithe survey of 1841. I note, too, that there was
a Gilbert de Haseiwode in the manor of Maresfield in ?1273, entered next before Nutley waterrnill 3
and doubtless there were other Hazelwoods elsewhere in the Ashdown Forest area. The case for
enrolling Waiheath as a component of our Wald is therefore no stronger, but equally it is no weaker;
these references deserve to be borne in mind in any further discussion. M.J.L.

:

Victoria History of Sussex, vol.2, p.414 2 A. Mawer & F.M. Stenton, Place-names of Sussex, part 2 (1930), p. 331
3 unattributed partial transcription of an unidentified undated rental of the manor of Maresfield given to me by Mr C. Hobbs

THE PECULIAR OF SOUTH MALLING: The Spring 2010 number of the Friends of the East
Sussex Record Office reports progress on a project to catalogue electronically all details of the wills,
probates, administrations and inventories recorded in the Deanery court of South Mailing, including the
Hamlet in East Grinstead. This will enable researchers to go straight to the people, places or topics that
interest them, and will potentially provide more material to enhance our knowledge and understanding
of that anomalous area of our parish.
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YOUR EMPIRE NEEDS YOU!

Benjamin Bartlett

Queen Victoria had stated to Gladstone that 'the nation had to be prepared for attacks and wars,
somewhere or other, CONTINUALLY'. The Great Boer War of 1899-1902 saw the greatest
mobilisation of manpower in the period of the 'Pax Britannica', with around 500,000 troops deployed
to South Africa. The three Volunteer battalions of the Royal Sussex Regiment were just a small part of
this colonial war. However, the Boer War would show Britain's unpreparedness for modern war.
Kipling would later write 'We have had no end of a lesson'.
When in October 1899 the Boers [descendants of Dutch settlers] declared war upon the British
Empire everybody thought it would be over by Christmas, a phrase that would be infamous in a later
war. Britain had suffered some embarrassing defeats, most notably at Colenso and Spion Kop. British
imperial standing was at stake. Germany took particular interest in the Boer War as she looked to
expand her African possessions by arming the Boers. Therefore Britain had to act decisively: a huge
increase in manpower liked the volunteer battalions was needed. On 10 March 1900 a detachment from
2nd Battalion 'C' Company was despatched to South Africa under the command of Major Sir Walter
Barttelot. During their deployment they left sixteen men dead, including Private James Caldwell of
Forest Row.
James Caldwell was one of fourteen men from Forest Row to have served in the Boer War.
Caldwell, a tailor, was one of the many British troops not to die from Boer bullets but to die from
disease. Enteric fever was one of the highest killers of British troops during the campaign. For
example, Ladysmith Hospital handled 10,673 cases, of which 583 died. Of this figure 3823 are down
to enteric fever. Private James Caldwell was to suffer from and later, on 15 February 1901, die of this
disease at Bloemfontein Hospital. A memorial plaque dedicated to him by his comrades is in the choir
of Holy Trinity Church, Forest Row.
Captain S.W.P. Beale of Standen, East Grinstead, was to become the second detachment's
commander when, 01127 April 1901, 115 men sailed to South Africa. During the campaign he acted as
an intelligence officer. He assumed this position with Lieutenant Colonel Du Moulin's column from
August 1901 to March 1902. Beale and the second detachment would return on the Syria on 4 June
1902 for Southampton. A third detachment was sent to South Africa, but fortunately the war had ended
on 31 May 1902. On their return one thing the British public and military didn't lack was awards and
celebrations for these heroes.
Awards, promotions, heroic stories and outcries of patriotic fever - this could be any British
conflict. The Boer War was no exception. The Queen's South Africa medal awarded to all servicemen
was the most common award. Other awards for bravery included the Victoria Cross, which was
awarded 78 times during the campaign. Other, more local, awards included a gold medal. At the
Crown hotel on 17 June such medals were given to 13 East Grinstead residents who had fought in
South Africa. Other celebrations had included the town's celebration of the relief of Mafeking on 26
May 1900. Young & Sons used sun-blinds with coloured streamers to show their patriotic message.
The Constitutional Club showed a large union jack upon its roof, the royal standard for Her Majesty the
Queen, and several Royal Navy white ensigns, all in celebration of Mafeking.
The Volunteer Battalions of the Great Boer War were part of all the great regiments, from the
Black Watch to the Duke of Wellington's West Riding Regiment. The Volunteer Battalions, along
with the county Militias, would go on to form the Territorial Force. The T.F., formed in 1909from the
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radical changes of Haldane, would provide the British with a trained body of men for home
deployment. It would be only a matter of time before they too, like their Volunteer predecessors, would
be finding themselves overseas.
SOURCES [E.G. = East Grinstead]: Thomas Pakenham, The Boer War (Futura Publications, 192); Allan Mallinson,
The making of the British army (Transworld Publishers, 2009); E. G. Observer, 26 May 1900; programme card of 1901
dinner at Crown, reproduced in E.G. Courier, 22 Oct. 1987; W.H. Hills, History of E.G. (1906); Richard Caldwell, quoted
in Forest Row, historical aspects and recollections, vol.3, part 4 (1988); Ladysmithhistory.com/a-to-z/medical;
a,ngloboerwar.com/Other/shipping/190206; London-gazette.co.uk/issues/27299/Pages/2121
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BUS SERVICES IN EAST GRINSTEAD FIFTY YEARS AGO

David Gould

Ten years have elapsed since the publication (in Bulletin 70, pp. 10-14) of my original article
with the above title looking at the provision of bus services in 1950. For this hundredth edition of the
Bulletin I thought it would be instructive to undertake a similar review of the town's bus services in
1960.
Over the ten years there had been a gentle decline; basic services, usually hourly, were very
similar to those of 1950, but there had been some nibbling at the edges. Sunday services, perhaps
understandably, had been considerably reduced, some routes losing their Sunday morning services
altogether. London Transport's route 424 to Reigate had apparently always been a loss-maker, since at
least 1950, and its former Sunday half-hourly service had been savagely reduced to one running every
one and a half hours.
It has often been stated that London Transport's seven-week strike of busmen from 11 May to
20 June 1958 signalled the end of the golden age of buses. Rather I should say that this strike caused
the acceleration of an existing decline in bus usage. Before the year was out L.T. had made the twin
assaults on its passengers of increasing the fares to pay for the increased wages the busmen were now
receiving while at the same time reducing the services in an attempt to reduce costs. Bus services still
needed to be frequent in the peak periods, requiring many additional buses, and crews still had to be
retained to work them, so costs remained high. Incidentally, the strike had been total, thanks to the
power of the union, membership of which was compulsory for L.T. busmen, and not one of the 128
employed at our Garland Road garage had turned up. In the 1980s George Creasey, a busman who
loved his job, told me that the 1958 strike had been the most miserable seven weeks of his life.
There had been almost no change in the operators: the London Transport Executive with its
Lincoln green buses was still predominant, with Southdown Motor Services Ltd and Maidstone &
District Motor Services Ltd putting in regular appearances. Southdown still had its small garage on
Chequer Road with an allocation of about 15 buses and it still had a small office at the south end of
Cantelupe Road. In stark contrast to today, the 1950s had been a period of great stability in the bus
world: liveries never changed, passengers always knew who their local operator would be, and basic
timetables hardly changed from one year to the next.
The following details may be compared directly with those in my original article.

London Transport
Service 409, West Croydon, Godstone, Lingfield, Feibridge, East Grinstead, Forest Row: Hourly
except during Mon.-Fri. peak period when half-hourly. Journey time 1 hr 46 mm. First bus to Croydon 6.56
from King Street Mon.-Fri., 7.17 Sat. and 10.21 Sun. from Forest Row Swan. Last from Croydon 9.21 p.m.
daily (to King Street).
This route was worked by 'RT' double-deck buses, mainly from Godstone garage although East
Grinstead garage provided two buses, one of which stabled overnight at Godstone to 'balance' the
Godstone bus that stabled overnight at East Grinstead.
Comparison with the 1950 timetable shows that there had been a considerable decline on
Sundays, and the lack of traffic (presumably) had made it possible to improve the overall journey time
by four minutes. It was, as a conductor once told me, a 'fast' route.
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Service 424, East Grinstead Stone Quarry, Crown, Feibridge, Crawley Down or Snow Hill, Copthorne,
Honey, Irons Bottom or Duxhurst, Reigate: Approximately hourly with additional 'short-workings' at each
end; during the peak and on Saturdays two buses per hour throughout; every 1 '/2 hours on Sundays. Journey
time about 1 hr 25 min., slightly less via Snow Hill or Duxhurst. First bus to Reigate 6.43 weekdays, 8.53

Sundays. Last bus from Reigate 10.22 p.m. daily.
This route was worked entirely by East Grinstead garage using six 'RT' buses for the full
service plus several odd 'extras' during the school term. All these were shown in the timetable, which
was not exactly a model of clarity because of the many route variations and multiplicity of terminating
points for the 'short-workings'.
Service 428, East Grinstead King Street, Baldwins Hill, Felcourt, Lingfield, Dormans Land: Hourly
Mon.-Fri. mid-morning and weekday evenings, half-hourly at other times; every 2 hours on Sun. Journey time
26 mm. First bus to Dormans Land 7.33 weekdays, 10.02 Suns. Last bus from Dormans Land 10.41 p.m. daily.
Two 'RF' single-deck buses were required for this route, which had been one-man operated
since 29 October 1958. It was not unknown for a double-deck vehicle to appear during peak periods,
however.
Service 434, Edenbridge, Dormans Land, Queen Victoria Hospital, East Grinstead Crown, Kingscote,
Crawley Down, Duke's Head, Crawley: Hourly weekdays, every 1Y2 hours Sundays (since 2 Nov. 1958).
First bus from Crown to Crawley 7.32 weekdays, 10.15 Sundays (withdrawn from 16 Oct. 1960, first now
11.45). Last bus from Crawley to East Grinstead 9.33 p.m. daily. Journey time throughout 1 hr 27 mm.
This route was worked by one-man operated 'RF' single-deck buses from Crawley garage.
They had been introduced in September 1953, originally 'crew-operated' [i.e. with conductor]. By
August 1956 the route was running at 'considerable loss', for which London Transport blamed
television and the increase in motoring, so about January 1958 one-man operation (pay as you enter)
was brought in. The route had already been cut back from Horsham to Crawley about March 1957.
The 434 was still very busy during peak periods, and during the schools' summer term of 1960
there were insufficient buses; passengers were reported left behind at Copthorne on five occasions.
Service 438, East Grinstead King Street, Felbridge, Snow Hill, Copthorne Church, Tinsley Green,
Crawley: 7.1 from East Grinstead, 5.24 p.m. return, Mon.-Fri.
Service 438c, East Grinstead King Street, Feibridge, Crawley Down, Ridleys Corner, Tinsley Green,
Manor Royal, Crawley: 7.4 from King Street, 5.25 p.m. return, Mon.-Fri. On Saturdays there was one
morning journey and one lunchtime return. Time taken on the whole route about 53 mm.
Both the 438 and the 438c were run chiefly for workers in the Crawley Industrial Area.
Service 473, Dormans Land Plough, Queen Victoria Hospital, East Grinstead Crown, Kingscote,
Turners Hill, Rowfant, Crawley: Peak periods only, Mon.-Fri., hourly Sats, providing a combined 30-minute
service over most of service 434. Journey time 54 minutes.
This route had begun operation on 11 June 1952 and originally was hourly on all weekdays,
running through from Edenbridge to Horsham. Always operated in conjunction with service 434, the
'RF' buses began in September 1953 and became one-man operated at the same time as the 434. From
31 August 1955 a single journey began in each direction on route 473 from Crawley to Blackwell
County Primary School and back, mornings only during school term.
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Service 494, East Grinstead King Street, Baidwins Hill, Felcourt, Lingfield, Crowhurst, Tandridge,
Oxted station: 6 journeys each way weekdays, 3 Sundays (two morning trips having been cut out since 2 Nov.
1958). Journey time 56 mm., 4 mm. faster than in 1950. First bus to Oxted 7.42 weekdays, 3.25 p.m. Sundays.
Last bus from Oxted 10.05 p.m. daily.
A 26-seat one-man operated 'GS' bus worked this route, the class having been introduced in
December 1953. Most journeys carried only 4 or 5 passengers, though the 7.42 to Oxted was usually
quite full from Tandridge. Three regular drivers, all near retirement, were allocated to the route: one
worked the first three trips, another the last three, the third was spare. I believe the reason that evening
journeys were retained on Sundays is that they were convenient for cinema-goers at the Plaza, Oxted,
performances at which always ended in time for patrons to catch the 10.05 p.m. There may not have
been very many, but clearly London Transport thought it worthwhile to provide the service as an
amenity.
Green Line service 708, East Grinstead King Street, Lingfield, Caterham, Croydon, Victoria, Two
Waters, Hemel Hempstead: Every half hour from 6 a.m. weekdays, 7 a.m. Sundays. Journey time to Victoria
1 hr 42 mm. Last coach from Victoria to East Grinstead 11.07 p.m. The single fare from East Grinstead to
Victoria was 5s. 1 d., an increase of 1 s.6d. since October 1950. Weekly tickets, which cost the equivalent of
nine singles, were available by prior arrangement.
'RF' coaches - really the same as 'RF' buses but with luggage racks and more comfortable seats
- had been provided since February 1952 for this lavish service and were still 'crew-operated' in 1960.
Unfortunately timekeeping during the evening peak period was not good, thanks to the vast increase in
London's road traffic, and coaches would crawl along between London and Croydon, maybe 25
minutes late, then roar along the A22 south of Caterham trying to make up time. The result was that
regular passengers, exasperated, deserted the coaches for other means of transport. Nevertheless, over
the August Bank Holiday period no fewer than twenty relief coaches ran on the 708 while East
Grinstead carnival necessitated the running of other extra services.

Maidstone & District
Service 91, Tonbridge, Tunbridge Wells, Groombridge, Hartfield, Forest Row, Ashurst Wood
memorial, East Grinstead station: Hourly. Journey time 1 hr 25 mm. First bus to Tunbridge Wells 7.35
weekdays, 9.32 Sundays. Last bus from Tonbridge 7.58 p.m. daily.
Since 1950 most journeys on this route had been extended from Tunbridge Wells to Tonbridge
station. Maidstone & District was still the only company to serve Ashurst Wood, both Southdown and
London Transport preferring to run via the A22.
Service 135, East Grinstead Cantelupe Road, Moat Road, Holtye Common, Cowden, Edenbridge:
Every 2 hours. Journey time 40 mm. First bus 8.13 weekdays, 10.09 Sundays. Last bus from Edenbridge 9.15
p.m. daily.
This was a former Sargent's route, taken over in 1951.
Service 137, East Grinstead station, Forest Row, Hartfield, Crowborough: Weekdays only. Five
journeys each way. First bus to Crowborough 9.05, last bus from Crowborough 8.03 p.m.
This route was a replacement of one that had operated between Edenbridge, Hartfield and
Crowborough until February 1957.

1I
Southdown

Service 36, East Grinstead station, Ship Street, Saint Hill, Sharpthome, Horsted Keynes, Lindfield,
Haywards Heath, Brighton: Every 2 hours. Journey time to Haywards Heath 1 hr 5 mm., to Brighton 2 hrs 6
mm. First bus to Brighton 7.48 weekdays, 9.48 Sundays. Last bus from Brighton 9.40 p.m. daily.
Service 87, East Grinstead Cantelupe Road, Saint Hill, Hazelden crossroads, Kingscote station (closed
in 1955), Seisfield, West loathly, Sharpthorne, Ashdown Forest (Hindleap crossroads): 7 journeys on
weekdays, 5 on Sundays. Journey time 36 mm. First bus to Hindleap 7.44 weekdays, 1.04 p.m. Sundays. Last
bus to East Grinstead 9.52 p.m. daily.
The terminating point on Ashdown Forest was still the same as in 1950, but Southdown had
deemed it wise to change the name from the Goat to Hindleap crossroads as the former sounded too
much like the name of a public house - and there was no such establishment!
Service 92, East Grinstead Norton House, Ashurst Wood Three Crowns, Forest Row, Wych Cross,
Cheiwood Common pillar box, Nutley, Maresfield, Uckfield, Eastbourne (inward journeys terminated at
the Roman Catholic church, continuing 'light' to Garland Road): Hourly. Journey time to Uckfield 54 mm., to
Eastbourne 2 hr 19 mm. First bus to Eastbourne 7.21 weekdays, 9.21 Sundays (both starting from the Crown).
Last bus from Eastbourne 8.55 p.m. daily.
Southdown coach: Victoria coach station, East Grinstead, Uckfield, Hailsham, Eastbourne: 5 journeys
each way, with 4 extra on Saturdays during the summer season. First coach from East Grinstead to Eastbourne
10.47 (9.47 on Saturdays), last from Eastbourne 7.30 p.m.
As in 1950, this service was not available for local passengers between the Crown and London,
but East Grinstead passengers could always board or alight at College Lane if they wanted to avoid
using London Transport's 708 coach.
Southdown coach: Victoria coach station, Godstone, East Grinstead, Forest Row, Nutley (except
Thursday) or Hartfield (Thursday only), Rotherfield: 1 journey each way Mon., Thurs., Fri., Sat. only, 8.30
from Rotherfield, 6.30 p.m. from London.
Passengers were not conveyed locally between London and Blindley Heath. This service had
been provided by Beacon Motor Services (Crowborough) Ltd, a Southdown subsidiary formed in 1949,
taken over in the mid-1950s.
Two other express services were operated during the summer season. On Saturdays and
Sundays from 4 June to 25 September 1960 coaches left East Grinstead at 7.40 and 9.00 a.m. for
Bournemouth via Crawley, Petersfield and Winchester, returning at 2.45 and 5.15 p.m. The 7.40 ran
additionally on Wednesdays in July and August. Passengers could book through to all points in the
West of England, reached by changing at Bournemouth onto advertised connecting services. On
Saturdays and Sundays during July and August a coach left East Grinstead High Street for Portsmouth
at 8.45, running via Turners Hill, Three Bridges, Crawley, Littlehampton, Bognor and Chichester. It
returned from Portsmouth at 6.05 p.m.
In addition to these scheduled services the enterprising Southdown company advertised
excursions to Windsor, Hampton Court, Hastings, Eastbourne and Brands Hatch, and Ashdown Forest
and Duddleswell circular tours on Sunday 3 July 1960, fares ranging from 11 s.9d. to 2s.9d.
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Some of the ordinary bus services could be quite well used at peak times: for example, on
August Bank Holiday in 1960 heavy traffic was reported on route 36 owing to an open day at
Blacklands Girl Guides' Camp.
MORE ON LONDON TRANSPORT
Of the many additional peak-hour services run by London Transport, those provided for schoolchildren were of considerable importance. Just as today, they could be used by anyone and were
shown in the timetables. Most noteworthy was the special diversion of some journeys on route 424
to/from Blackwell County Primary School, which was not on the normal route. These diversions had
begun on 28 January 1953, thanks to Mrs Doris Pickwell of 62 Blackwell Farm Road, who had written
several letters to London Transport requesting them. Originally there were one morning journey and
two after-noon ones. By 1960 the provision (in addition to the morning journey on route 473 from
Crawley and back, mentioned previously) was
Morning

One journey from Honey, returning to Reigate
One journey from Stone Quarry, returning there
Afternoon One journey from Garland Road, returning to Crawley
One journey from Reigate to Stone Quarry via Blackwell School, returning from Stone Quarry
to Copthorne via Blackwell School
Imberhorne School pupils were catered for, at
least between 14 December 1959 and the end of the
1960 summer term, by the diversion of two morning
and two afternoon southbound buses on route 424, but
this was only while a new layby near Yew Lane was
being made, as London Transport's public relations
officer made clear in October 1960.
RIGHT: Map from London Transport's local area
timetable booklet, valid from 25 May 1960 (actual
size)
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Country buses offered a parcels delivery service.
While I have no details of those provided by Maidstone
& District, London Transport's is well documented.
Outside the Metropolitan Police district a wrapped
parcel not exceeding 28 lb could be handed to the
conductor or to an agent for collection by either the
consignee or the agent nearest its destination. Rates by
1960 varied from is. for the lightest to 2s. 6d. for the
heaviest, plus the agent's booking fee of 2d. if the
parcel was handed to an agent or left with the agent
nearest its destination to be called for. East Grinstead's
parcels agent was Mrs Wickenden, 11 High Street,
while others locally were at Copthorne, Crawley Down
(Dean Stores), Dormans Land (Stores), Felcourt
(Stores), Forest Row (Martin's Garage) and Lingfleld
(Bowers and Whibley). Anyone handing a parcel to an
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agent for delivery would pay him the full amount and be given an official receipt. As the agent had an
account with London Transport there was no further cash transaction when he gave the parcel to the
conductor. Geoff Wickenden told me that they dealt with about one parcel per week. This facility
ceased to be advertised after 1977. (Southdown had a similar system for parcels but with charges
differentiated according to distance as well as weight.)
Passengers wanting to make several bus journeys in one day were catered for by the Green
Rover ticket, which cost 5s. in 1960. It was not available before 9.30 Mondays to Fridays or at any
time between East Grinstead and Forest Row (presumably because this was Southdown territory) and
was not valid on Green Line coaches.
SOURCES: contemporary timetables, items in the East Grinstead Observer, conversations with former
busmen and personal recollections
SOME PEOPLE OF EAST GRINSTEAD (continued): ENID ALLEN

M.J. Leppard

Enid Allen was born into a Croydon family whose members had been Quakers from 1692. Her
first job was teaching art in a Quaker school, but in the First World War she joined the Women's
National Land Service Corps, founded before the government's Women's Land Army.
Preferring an outdoor life, she ran a small farm near Wantage with a friend until 1920, when
they took on Harelands at Blindley Heath as a poultry farm. They next bought Golards Farm, off
Newchapel Road, and began selling eggs and poultry to passers-by, the first in the area to do so, later
adding fruit, vegetables and flowers. When the friend married, her place was taken in 1926 by
Dorothea Turner, a former gardening pupil twelve years Miss Allen's junior.
By 1930 they had moved to Crockshed at High Grove in East Grinstead and turned to breeding
cairn terriers. Enid judged dogs all over the country and, once, in South Africa. In 1938 she was one of
the founders of the East Grinstead Quaker meeting. During the Second World War she taught at
Fonthill School to help mitigate staff shortages. At Crockshed they took in evacuees, a Molotov
cocktail made a hole in the roof, and small bombs were extinguished with buckets of soil.
By 1972 the two friends had moved to Fairmile, 145 Lingfield Road. In 1979, at the age of 90
but 'looking not a day over 75', Enid privately published Her boots got her the job, a detailed account
of her life as a 'Land Girl', which was used as source material in the First World War course at
Sunderland Polytechnic. She was still very active in the garden and occasionally designed and made
tapestries.
Both ladies belonged to the Natural History Society and were founder-members of the East
Grinstead Society. In 1972 Miss Allen contributed recollections of having flower-vases and dog-bowls
made to her designs at the East Grinstead Pottery to our Bulletin 9.
Eventually the friends moved to Stildon residential home, where Enid outlived Dorothea. In
1986, aged 98, she wrote a brief explanation of Quakerism for St Swithun's parish magazine, and on 4
August 1989 she died, aged 100 but still 'of agile mind' and writing another book.
SOURCES: E.G. Courier 5 May 1979, 29 Jan. 1987, 17 August 1989, E.G.
News in Focus 18-19 Aug. 1989, letter to me 13 March 1972 (from which her
signature is reproduced right), E.G. Soc. Bulletin 9 (May 1972), pp.4,5
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EPISODES IN THE EARLY LIFE OF THE BULLETIN

Editor

Not long after the Society's foundation in April the committee decided that there should be a
regular publication to be called the Bulletin and that Mr M.J. Leppard (for the first time unable to be
present) should be its editor. He took care to miss no more meetings, lest more tasks be found for him!
As a schoolmaster he was able to work on it during the school holidays.
1968

The first issue appeared in January, 'to keep you, the members, informed of what your Society
is doing and what it hopes, with your support, to do in the future. ... We hope to publish each time
articles and features of more general interest but still relevant to the Society's concerns.' Duplicating
was undertaken at nominal charge by Messrs Turner Rudge & Turner on condition of anonymity.
1969

1971 Number of issues rose from two a year to three (Bulletin 4)
1972 'Probably the best of the periodicals produced by local societies in Sussex' - Sussex
Archaeological Society Newsletter (10); 'Full of good reading' - Sussex Life (11)
1973 Offset litho printing replaced duplicating (12) when Turner Rudge & Turner acquired new
equipment, but the necessary priority of their own work meant delays in publishing, so a single-sheet
newsletter was introduced to ensure notice of meetings etc. reached members in time (13).
1974 After two issues, newsletter was abandoned as no improvement (14). Wider margins introduced
for further smartness. 'Informative and most excellently produced Autumn number' - Sussex Life (15)
1975

'A model of clarity' - Sussex Archaeological Society Newsletter (17)

1976 Committee decided to claim copyright (19), International Standard Serial Number gained as a
result (20).
1978 'Worth the cost of a subscription on its own' - E.G. Courier (23); Of several local societies'
newsletters in Sussex 'the best .. is probably the Bulletin of the E.G. Society' - Local Historian (24).
Town councillors objected to statement that Museum had no legal security but at risk from, inter alia,
'the whims of the Town Council' (24) and demanded publication of 'the true facts'. Assertion fully
substantiated (25)
1980

Continuing production delays, newsletter revived, Bulletin hi-annual again (28)

1981 Henceforth source-references to be given in historical articles (30)
1982 Change of printer, reversion to duplicating for cost of materials only (33) by a local institution
on condition of anonymity
1984 Unsatisfactory duplicating, hence entrusting to professional printer, at full business rates, and
change from foolscap to A4 (37)
1986

First index number (personal names in 1-39), largest yet (22 pages), so only one in year (40)

Editor modernised from manual typewriter to electronic (45). (From start he had produced
mock-up for volunteer trained typists to copy but increasing errors decided him that in future any
mistakes should be his own.)
1989
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TO LIST OR NOT TO LIST?

M.J. Leppard

In 1993 I sent our then Newsletter editor, the architectural historian the late Doreen
Yarwood, a quotation from an article by Martin Cherry in the Civic Trust's Heritage Bulletin on the
scope of the criteria for listing buildings of historic and architectural interest. He investigated what
historic interest can mean, citing some of no architectural merit which had been listed for historic
interest and nominating others, including the huts at our Queen Victoria Hospital in which Sir
Archibald Mclndoe undertook his pioneering work with his Guinea Pigs. I suggested it deserved a
mention in the Newsletter, for the record and without necessarily taking a position. Trusting it
would be printed in the next issue, I did not keep the original, hence no direct quotation here.
In response Mrs Yarwood sent a handwritten note (which I have by me as I write): 'I would
most certainly not support such listing recommendations. The purpose of listing is regarding the
worth of the artistic and architectural contribution of the building - its "historic interest" - re events
and people - is not relevant. That is covered by adding a plaque.'
I replied (keeping a copy) that the legislation allows for both historic and architectural
interest and that we would not want to risk comment on our apparent lack of awareness of the
suggestion, even though it was unlikely anyone would argue strongly for listing the huts. With her
characteristically definite view on the matter, Mrs Yarwood printed nothing about it and the subject
was not raised again.
I return to it now for two reasons. One is the listing earlier this year of the Abbey Road
studios in London, chiefly for the historic recording there of some of the most famous and
influential albums of all time, from Elgar to the Beatles. Evidently lack of architectural merit is still
not relevant if the historic importance is strong enough.
The other reason is this year's fiftieth anniversary of Sir Archibald's death. Mr Robert
Marchant, the founder-curator of the Queen Victoria Hospital museum (whose future is now secure,
thanks to the integration of its contents into the Town Museum), has informed me that the relevant
complex of structures survives, converted into the Spitfire restaurant. With the hospital's ambitious
development plans now all on hold, the huts are under no immediate threat of demolition. Mr
Marchant also informed me that shortly after retiring he had tried to get them listed and that English
Heritage had been very keen that they should be, but as an ex-employee of the hospital he thought it
right to hold back from pressing the case himself. If the East Grinstead Society wanted to apply for
their historic interest to be recognised by listing, he would strongly encourage us.
The possibility is certainly worthy of serious consideration by our committee, aided by the
views of members and anyone else who reads this piece.

GAS HOUSE LANE: At my suggestion, earlier this year the Town Council persuaded Mid Sussex
District Council to apply the policy that historic place-names still in use orally should not be lost (as
it had already done at Rices Hill) by putting a name-plate at the mouth of the path between the new
Aldi store and the railway to perpetuate a name dating back to the 1891 census and 1894 local
directory as the address of the two semi-detached houses which stood at the gasworks entrance
there until gas-production ended here. (Nowadays some pronounce it Gassy Lane.) M.J.L.
ANY MORE SUCH NAMES TO SAVE? Let the Editor know if you think so.
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David Gould, EAST GRINSTEAD THROUGHA LENS (Amberley Publishing, 2010)
reviewed by P.D. Wood
For the first time (I believe) we have a collection of East Grinstead photographs arranged by
photographer instead of by subject, and what a difference that makes! The subject-matter of the
pictures is the usual - street scenes, portraits, interminable groups of cricketers or school classes, and
gala occasions. We have seen them before, how often, these subjects, thought the images themselves
are said to be previously unpublished, and although they and their captions (excellent as always) are of
enduring historical interest, the eyes tend to glaze after the first couple of volumes.
It is not until the material is arranged according to photographer that a new aspect emerges. Our
first four, Page, Harding, Kinsey and Watts, taking us from 1884 to about 1920, are at first glance
nearly indistinguishable in their techniques. They were essentially honest tradesmen producing the
saleable article that was then in demand, and still is, in each week's local paper. (I cannot resist telling
you that recently the editor of our local paper here in Scotland scribbled under one picture 'What on
earth is going on here? This is one of those boring Border rituals that interests no one.' Possibly by an
oversight the comment was printed, and appeared in the following week's paper. The week after that
there was a new editor.) Their technique was admirable, the enormous glass plates produced pin-sharp
images, and we cannot blame them for blank white skies, with only ortho film available. But they were
not pictorialists, just highly competent recorders.
When we get to Harold Connold, with his modern cameras, panchromatic film, filters and the
eye of an artist, we are suddenly in a different world. Of course, Connold was not averse to making a
living - he still produced what people wanted - but his work was fit for hanging on the wall, not just
sticking in the family album. That this was the consequence of the man himself rather than his
equipment is evident from the pictures of Malcolm Powell, his successor. With a few exceptions, we
are back to plain recording albeit of a very high quality.
Until the 20th century the words 'Smile please' were never heard in the studio. Portraits are to
record, not to flatter, though young Rice is a shatteringly handsome 18-year old. Harding's self-portrait
is a bit cocky, Wallace Hills looks as if he hates the whole human race, but no one is cheerful - until
Connold came along. Let us give thanks for him, and, while we are about it, for David Gould as well,
for showing us something new about local photography.
This book is on sale at the Town Museum, along with Mr Gould's earlier volumes of local photographs.

OTHER RECENT PUBLICATIONS noticed or reviewed by the Editor
EAST GRINSTEAD MUSEUM COMPASS 32 (Summer 2010) includes an essay on the Museum's
aim to be a centre of excellence for local history, with particular reference to its research room, details
of 17th-century tokens issued at Turners Hill, Lingfield and Cowden, an account of how Whitmonday
and the Club Day were celebrated in this town, information on the local artists Ewen Evershed, Ann
Underwood and Leslie Tyler, addenda on Rices' family and business, and some reminiscences. (1 at
the Town Museum)
McINDOE is the title of a booklet produced by the Museum handily summarising the life of the plastic
surgeon Sir Archibald Mclndoe (1900-60), the subject of its current temporary exhibition. (2)
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OTHER RECENT PUBLICATIONS continued
THE FELBRIDGE AND DISTRICT HISTORY GROUP's 'handout' 95 (January 2010) is devoted
to the Wells family of Imberhorne Farm, whose association with the Blounts' estate here began when
Edward Wells was appointed, head gamekeeper. Extensive quotation from the written and taperecorded reminiscences of several family members ensures a detailed account of the harsh realities of
life on the land through the twentieth century. Definitely one of the group's most valuable productions.

STEAM DAYS no.243 (Nov. 2009) contains an article by Jeffery Grayer, 'Four-coupled to East
Grinstead', on steam workings on the Three Bridges - Tunbridge Wells line in 1963. It will be an
increasingly valuable record as those days pass from living memory, with ten photographs, map and
timetable extract, but the detailed histories and workings of locomotives are for obsessives only.
SOUTHDOWNS LIVING 60 (May 2019) has illustrated articles on Sir Archibald Mclndoe and on the
Guinea Pigs.
PUBLICATIONS: It may be wondered why
among the recent publications noticed in each
issue we include ephemeral 'lifestyle' magazines
whose main function is advertising and much of
whose content could be described as hack
journalism. The reason, apart from alerting
readers to anything that might be of special
interest to some of them, is to record them for the
benefit of future generations; they show the
appearance of places at a particular moment, they
say things that may never appear in heavier
publications, they reveal more about what we (or
some of us) think important and the preoccupations, beliefs and customs of our times
than we intended readers perhaps recognise or
want to acknowledge. Very few copies are ever
preserved, so that it soon becomes difficult to
track them down and tedious to trawl through
them hopefully without such signposting. Just
think what we might find of interest today if we
could consult two- or three-hundred year old
equivalents, if there were any, or even one
hundred.
AS WE SAW OURSELVES (30): 'Even in
Anglo-Saxon times this portion of Sussex was a
favourite residential locality.' - Agent's brochure
for the Coombe Hill Estate (1902), p.10
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AS OTHERS SAW US (40): The postcard reproduced here (B.B. London, series 2403), posted from
East Grinstead on 15 July 1908 by 'A.T.' to Mrs Colman, 83 High Street, Lewes. 'Am spending the
day here, we are enjoying ourselves immensely.'

